
Workforce talent
• CCALS partners have unique access to Virginia’s 

skilled STEM-H workforce to include transitioning 
service members

• Collaboration with CCALS’ member universities 
provides access to top graduates seeking careers in 
advanced logistics systems

• CCALS funds undergraduate interns and graduate 
fellows who work directly with its industry partners 
on logistics challenges

› 

Better, faster logistics solutions
CCALS draws on world class universities for expertise in:
• Workforce talent
• Data analytics
• Supply chain risk management & resilience
• Enterprise information systems
• Security & trust
• Maritime/coastal logistics
• Cyber-physical systems
• Modeling & simulation
• Energy mobility
• Internet of things & blockchain
• Augmented intelligence

› 

Commonwealth Center for Advanced Logistics Systems
Empowering companies through logistics solutions for today’s challenges

CCALS is an advanced logistics Center of Excellence that is 
sponsored under the Virginia Innovation Partnership 
Authority (VIPA) and organized as a 501(c)3. It is a unique 
collaboration between economic developers, higher 
education, industry, and government. 

CCALS transforms advanced logistics systems for market-
ready solutions. Its robust network provides value through 
metrics-based problem solving for today’s real-world chal-
lenges. We don’t do your job; we help you do your job better.   

Virginia is a logistics hub, with a concentration of advanced 
logistics systems. CCALS leverages this ecosystem for its 
partners. Together, the enterprise is greater than its parts.

Virginia is a logistics hub
Virginia is within 750 miles of two-thirds of the U.S.  
population and is home to:
• A skilled workforce in a growing Virginia economy
• The Port of Virginia, a major hub for international 

& domestic trade
• Class 1 rail lines, including Norfolk Southern 

& CSX
• Amazon, FedEx, UPS & hundreds of other global 

logistics firms
• Washington Dulles, Reagan National & Richmond 

International Airports
• The convergence of major interstates (I-95, 64, 85 

and 295)
• U.S. Army Logistics University

› 

A global logistics hub

Virginia is within 750 miles  
of two-thirds of the U.S.  
population and is increasingly 
driven by logistics businesses 
and organizations.



CCALS Case Studies

Port of Virginia & CCALS  
Applied Research
• Analysis of strategic investments with emergent  

and future conditions
• Operations data analytics to increase efficiency      

and effectiveness
• Modeling and simulation of terminal capacity  

expansions and improvements
      Image courtesy of Virginia Port Authority

LMI Research Institute Academic  
Partnership Program
• Technology assessment for IoT applications  

in energy and supply chains
• Power system contingency planning for a  

coordinated cyber-physical attack
• Crafting success for underrepresented  

scientists and engineers
     Image courtesy of LMI

CIT Commonwealth Research  
Commercialization Fund
• Secure Compartmentalized Automated Refrigerated 

Storage (SeCARS) for Controlled Medicines
• Logistical Challenge of Medication Reconciliation in 

Emergency Medicine Settings
• Aviation drop-in biofuels – sustainable supply chain 

in Chesapeake Region 
 Image courtesy of Center for Innovative Technology
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        Work with CCALS 

Partnering with CCALS can be as simple 

as requesting a brainstorming meeting 

to generate ideas on logistics solutions, 

or as comprehensive as developing an 

enterprise-wide logistics solution that 

can be leveraged throughout the industry. 

We offer membership opportunities for 

organizations committed to logistics 

problem-solving.

› 

Connecting with the  

knowledge-base and experience  

at CCALS is an innovative solution  

that will help steer our efforts to  

further refine our berthing and 

                 scheduling processes. 
~  John F. Reinhart,  

CEO and Executive Director, Virginia Port Authority

“

”
                     CCALS’ capacity to 

provide businesses with state-of-

the-art solutions to their logistics 

challenges adds to the Common-

wealth’s competitive advantage in 

attracting and retaining logistics- 

 

~ Vince Barnett,  
Vice President of Business Investment, 

Virginia Economic Development Partnership

“

”oriented companies.  


